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Key stage 1 English writing standardisation exercise 1  
For the purpose of this standardisation exercise, you should assume that following the 
discussion with the teacher during the moderation, you are satisfied that the writing is 
independent, including the use of any source material, and that any edits are the pupil’s 
own.  

Where handwriting seems inconsistent, you should base your judgement on the strongest 
piece, and assume that this is validated by further evidence in the pupil’s books. 

Where there is no evidence of correct spelling of words from the statutory word lists in the 
pupil’s independent writing, you should assume that the teacher has provided evidence in 
the form of spelling tests or writing from across the curriculum. 

This exercise does not contain any collections from pupils deemed to have a particular 
weakness. 

All assessments should be made using the Teacher assessment frameworks at the end of  
key stage 1: English writing – working towards the expected standard, working at the 
expected standard or working at greater depth. You should not assume that the exercise 
includes one collection from each of the standards. Each collection should be judged 
individually.  

Pupil A 

This collection includes: 

A) a non-chronological report 

B) a recount 

C) a story 

D) a set of instructions 

E) a character description 

  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/740343/2018-19_teacher_assessment_frameworks_at_the_end_of_key_stage_1_WEBHO.pdf
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece A: a non-chronological report 

Context: pupils watched a video of a dragon landing in their school playground. After this, 
they received a letter from Hagrid (the well-known dragonologist) asking the pupils to give 
him some information about the dragon they had seen so he could include it in his 
collection. The class researched how facts were presented in a range of information books, 
in particular how sub-headings are used to thematically organise content. The pupils could 
present their own imaginative non-chronological text about any type of dragon. This pupil 
chose the Ice Lolly Candy Dragon. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece B: a recount 

Context: following a visit to London and Hampton Court, the class were asked to produce a 
short recount of the day for visitors to the school. Pupils used photographs and videos to 
support an oral retelling of the event. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece C: a story 

Context: pupils created their own adventure story based around characters from various 
class texts on the theme of ‘Lost and Found’. Pupils used story boards and mountain 
frames to help plan their ideas. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1  

Pupil A – Piece D: a set of instructions 

Context: a giant had been spotted in the playground by the site manager and pupils had to 
go around the school finding clues. Following this, there was a flood in the toilets with clues 
suggesting that a water goblin had been responsible. Pupils were invited to write their own 
set of instructions on how to trap a water goblin. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil A – Piece E: a character description 

Context: the class explored the books of Anthony Browne. One group read ‘Willy the Wimp’. 
The pupils were asked to write character descriptions of a key character to be used as a 
book display of Anthony Browne books in the local library and to encourage visitors to 
select his books. 
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Pupil B 

This collection includes: 

A) a non-chronological report 

B) a story 

C) a recount 

D) a short story 

E) a wanted poster  
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece A: a non-chronological report 

Context: pupils had researched different endangered species as part of their topic. They 
then chose an animal to write about. They chose to present their work in a question and 
answer format non-chronological report. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece B: a story 

Context: as part of a whole class guided read, the pupils were looking at ‘Lila and The 
Secret of Rain’ (David Conway). Before retelling the story, pupils discussed the plot and 
selected a planning frame of their choice to organise and talk through their ideas before 
writing. The pupil’s writing has been transcribed from their handwritten text.     
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Key stage 1 exercise 1  

Pupil B – Piece C a recount 

Context: the class had previously studied recounts after a class trip. After a visit to the RAF 
museum, the pupil talked about the events of the day and then produced a recount. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece D: a short story 

Context: the class looked at a series of pictures showing different settings. Pupils compiled 
effective words and phrases to describe the location. Pupils then chose a setting and were 
asked to write a short story, which would include helping the reader to imagine what it was 
like in the selected setting. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil B – Piece E: a wanted poster 

Context: pupils had explored the purpose of a wanted poster in the Autumn term. Using 
their knowledge of animals from work focussing on endangered species and rainforests, 
pupils had to produce a wanted poster that described a chosen animal and expressed the 
potential danger to the reader. 
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Pupil C 

This collection includes: 

A) a newspaper report 

B) a recount 

C) an adapted story 

D) a letter 

E) a non-chronological report  
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Key stage 1 exercise 1  

Pupil C – Piece A: a newspaper report 

Context: after learning facts about the Great Fire of London and looking at the features of a 
newspaper report, the pupils applied their knowledge to create a report on the third day of 
the fire. They discussed their ideas with a learning partner. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece B: a recount 

Context: pupils had a look at various examples of recounts. In response to their half term 
holiday and after sharing what they had been doing, they wrote their own simple recount 
independently. The pupils checked and edited their work. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece C: an adapted story 

Context: as a class, pupils read the first part of the story of ‘The Great Kapok Tree’ (Lynne 
Cherry). Pupils then researched which other animals lived in the Amazon rainforest and 
came up with ideas for why these creatures would not want their tree chopped down. Pupils 
were asked to write their own story with their own animals and to make up their own ending. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece D: a letter 

Context: after reading ‘The Great Kapok Tree’ (Lynne Cherry), the pupils read a letter from 
the author. They discussed their favourite parts of the book and then wrote a response 
independently. In groups, pupils had discussed questions they might want to ask the 
author. 
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Key stage 1 exercise 1 

Pupil C – Piece E: a non-chronological report 

Context: the class had already explored the skills of writing and creating a non-
chronological report earlier in the year. The pupil independently used their knowledge from 
the ‘rainforest’ topic to plan and write this report. 
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